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a b s t r a c t 

The hop count routing metric is widely used in conventional ad hoc routing protocols due 

to its simplicity and effectiveness. With a lower hop count route, fewer transmissions are 

required to send a packet from the source to the destination. This can improve the net- 

work throughput because fewer transmissions results in less channel contention and in- 

terference. In spite of this, the hop count routing metric may not be ideal for mobile sce- 

narios, where the network topology changes constantly and rapidly. Many routing metrics 

have been proposed to improve route stability. However, they are usually only marginally 

effective or incur additional cost by requiring the use of information from additional hard- 

ware such as GPS sensor and compass. In this paper we propose a routing metric to guide 

nodes discover/select stable paths to improve route stability. We implemented the pro- 

posed routing metric in the AODV routing protocol and proved through simulation studies 

that it outperforms other routing metrics. 

© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V. 

1. Introduction 1 

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a dynamic com- 2 

munication network formed by a collection of mobile 3 

nodes. In unicast routing in MANETs, an end-to-end route, 4 

which may be multi-hop in nature, is established prior to 5 

data transmission. Due to the multi-hop nature of routes 6 

in ad hoc networks, an entire route becomes invalid when 7 

a single link is broken. When a route becomes invalid, 8 

data transmission is halted and the network performs 9 

self-reconfiguration where nodes update their route in- 10 

formation using control packets. Route breakage not only 11 

causes interruptions in data transmission, the communica- 12 

tion of control packets during network self-reconfiguration 13 

also consumes valuable transmission opportunities that 14 
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are better used for data transmission. Hence, it is vital 15 

that routes that are stable are used to ensure optimum 16 

network performance. 17 

A routing metric is used to assign a value to a path 18 

to facilitate path selection. The hop count routing metric, 19 

which minimizes the number of transmissions required to 20 

send a packet from the source to the destination, is one 21 

of the most widely used routing metrics in ad hoc rout- 22 

ing protocols due to its simplicity and effectiveness. Due 23 

to the broadcast nature of the wireless channel, the re- 24 

dundant transmissions incurred when a packet traverses 25 

through a longer route means that fewer remaining trans- 26 

mission opportunities are available for other concurrent 27 

transmissions (inter-route contention and interference). A 28 

long route could also cause nodes belonging to the same 29 

route to be in close proximity with each other and com- 30 

pete with each other for transmission opportunities (intra- 31 

route contention and interference). By using shorter routes, 32 

channel contention and interference, and end-to-end de- 33 

lay can be reduced. Nevertheless, it is well-known that the 34 
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hop count routing metric does not perform well in high 35 

mobility scenarios because lower hop count routes tend to 36 

be more direct and consist of longer links, which are more 37 

prone to breakage. In higher node density scenarios, the 38 

hop count routing metric is also known to cause links to 39 

be formed through border nodes leading to short link life- 40 

times (the border/edge effect) [1,2] . Such a link is easily 41 

broken by a small movement from any of the two nodes 42 

forming the link. 43 

Various methods have been proposed to improve 44 

route stability in MANETs. Unfortunately, they are only 45 

marginally effective or incur additional cost by requiring 46 

the use of additional hardware. For instance, some meth- 47 

ods require information from sensors such as GPS sensor 48 

and compass. In this paper we propose a routing metric for 49 

discovering and establishing stable routes that can be used 50 

without sensors. We show through analysis and simula- 51 

tion studies that the proposed routing metric is effective 52 

and outperforms the hop count and other related routing 53 

metrics. The contributions of this paper are summarized as 54 

follows: 55 

1. The design of a routing metric that uses link length in- 56 

formation and node mobility information to facilitate 57 

the selection of stable paths for improved network per- 58 

formance. 59 

2. The proposal of a method to estimate the information 60 

used in the proposed routing metric so that the routing 61 

metric can be used without additional hardware (sen- 62 

sors) to reduce cost and node hardware complexity. 63 

3. The proposal of a method to store a node’s neighbor 64 

set, which is required to estimate the link length infor- 65 

mation used in the proposed routing metric, compactly 66 

in Route Request (RREQ) and Route Reply (RREP) pack- 67 

ets. 68 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 69 
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gible performance gains when compared to the hop count 92 

routing metric, which does not consider route stability. 93 

2.1. Methods using information from sensors 94 

Node location information and node velocity informa- 95 

tion are used to estimate the remaining time before a link 96 

breaks called Link Expiration Time (LET) in the Flow Ori- 97 

ented Routing Protocol (FORP) [7] . In FORP, the path with 98 

the highest Route Expiration Time (RET), which is the min- 99 

imum LET of the LETs of the links in a path, is preferred 100 

over other paths. In addition to LET, the Power and Mo- 101 

bility Aware Routing (PMAR) [8,9] protocol also employs 102 

RREQ propagation control using node location information. 103 

This method was first used in location-aided routing pro- 104 

tocols such as LAR [10] and PMLAR [11] . 105 

In the AODV-Reliable Route Selection (AODV-RRS) [12] 106 

routing protocol, only nodes that are inside stable zones 107 

forward RREQs during a route discovery. This reduces the 108 

number of RREQ transmissions and results in the discov- 109 

ery of routes with short links. However, as some RREQs 110 

are dropped in a route discovery, a route between a pair 111 

of nodes might not be discovered even if multiple paths 112 

exist between these two nodes. 113 

In the work in [13] , link length is mapped onto a value 114 

called Link Availability, and the path with the highest path 115 

availability, which is the minimum link availability of all 116 

the link availabilities in a path, is chosen for data trans- 117 

mission. A possible consequence of selecting the max –min 118 

path is that a much longer path might be chosen over a 119 

shorter one with only slightly lower path availability. 120 

Node heading direction information, which can be ob- 121 

tained using compass, is used in the Heading-direction An- 122 

gles Routing Protocol (HARP) [14] . The main idea is to 123 

propagate RREQs along a single direction from the source 124 

to the destination. As the nodes in a route established in 125 
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Related work is reviewed in Section 2 . In Section 3 w

provide further details of our routing metric. Results an

discussion are provided in Section 4 . Finally, we conclud

our work in Section 5 . 

2. Related work 

Route instability is one of the key problems affect

ing unicast routing in MANETs. Several routing metrics fo

wireless mesh networks (WMNs) are reviewed in [3] , such

as Expected Transmission Count (ETX) [4] , Expected Trans

mission Time (ETT) [5] , Weighted Cumulative Expecte

Transmission Time (WCETT) [5] , and Metric of Interferenc

and Channel Switching (MIC) [6] . However, these routin

metrics were not designed for route stability; hence, the
are not suitable for the problem that we seek to solve. 

Many attempts have been made to resolve the route in- 

stability issue. These methods can be broadly categorized 

into two categories: ( 1 ) methods using information from 

sensors, and ( 2 ) methods using only readily available infor- 

mation. Methods from the first category usually offer good 

performance gains; however, they incur additional cost as 

additional hardware is required. While methods from the 

second category reduce cost, they usually offer only negli- 

141 

] , 142 

h 143 
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such a manner move in the same direction, the links i

the route are less prone to breakage. 

The Node Stability Factor (Nsf) and Link Stability Facto

(Lsf) are used in the On-demand Bandwidth and Stabilit

based Unicast Routing (OBSUR) protocol [15] . Nsf is an ag

gregate metric that takes into account a node’s own mobil

ity, the mobility of its neighbors, and its remaining buffe

ratio while Lsf maps the estimated remaining lifetime of 

link to a value in the interval [0, 1]. 

In Link Stability based Multicast Routing Scheme i

MANET (LSMRM) [16] , a metric called Stability Facto

which is a value computed for a link based on power leve

distance, and Bit Error Rate (BER), is used to measure lin

stability. However, the use of BER information means tha

support from lower layers is required. 

2.2. Methods using only readily available information 

In the Associativity-Based Routing (ABR) protocol [17

link stability is measured using associativity ticks, whic
is the measure of time the two nodes of a link are con- 144 

nected. A node can measure the associativity of a neighbor 145 

by counting the number of beacon packets it received from 146 

the neighbor. It was claimed that links that are stable for 147 

ability metric for mobile ad hoc networks, Computer Net- 
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t least a threshold amount of time are more likely to re- 

ain stable. 

Associativity ticks are also used in [18] . A metric called 

ode stability, which is the exponential weighted moving 

verage of the mean associativity ticks of a node’s neigh- 

ors, is used to categorize the degree of mobility of a node. 

odes are assumed to run multiple routing protocols con- 

rrently and use different routing protocols to build paths 

epending on their degree of mobility. However, using 

ultiple routing protocols simultaneously is highly com- 

lex and impose unnecessary requirements on the nodes. 

While many methods are based on the prevention of 

ute breakage, the work in [19] tries to improve the 

bility of the routing protocol to quickly repair route 

reakage. The weighted Bridge Node Density (wBND) of 

 path is the average number of bridging nodes of a 

nk (common neighbors of the two nodes of the link) 

 the path divided by the hop count of the path. The 

ffect of using this routing metric is forming routes 

ver high bridge node density areas in the hope that 

hen such a route is broken, it can easily be repaired 

ith local route repair therefore reducing the commu- 

ication overhead during route breakage and improving 

etwork performance. However, this method is outper- 

rmed by lifetime prediction methods in low node density 

enarios. 

The Q-Learning AODV (QLAODV) [20] routing protocol 

ses distributed Q-Learning to infer network status and 

kes into consideration link stability and bandwidth ef- 

ciency when selecting a path. In QLAODV, link stability 

 measured using a metric called Mobility Factor (MF), 

hich is computed using only local connectivity (neigh- 

orhood) information. MF is also used in the MQ-Routing 

1] protocol, which is mobility-aware, GPS-aware, and 

nergy-aware. A metric quite similar to MF called Neigh- 

or Change Ratio (NCR) was proposed in [22] . 

The AD-AODV [23] routing protocol uses a routing met- 

c based on neighbor set change and hop count. However, 

ese two considered factors should be normalized prior 

 aggregation as different factors should not be compared 

irectly. 

The Path Encounter Rate (PER) [24] routing metric 

uides nodes discover and establish stable routes by pre- 

rring paths with low PER values, i.e., paths consisting of 

odes with low Average Encounter Rates (AERs) of new 

eighbors. It was claimed that PER outperforms the hop 

unt routing metric because PER leads to the formation 

f routes that are formed by low mobility nodes or nodes 

 low node density areas. 

The Link Stability Based AODV (LSB-AODV) [1] routing 

rotocol is quite similar to the work in [13] discussed in 

ection 2.1 . Link length is mapped onto a value called 

ink Stability Factor (LSF) and the destination selects the 

ath with the highest Path Stability Factor (PSF), where 

e PSF of a path is the minimum LSF of all the LSFs in 

e path. The primary difference between the two routing 

rotocols is that in LSB-AODV, link lengths are estimated 

sing signal strengths of received packets. However, signal 

rengths of received packets are highly fluctuating even in 

ainly static scenarios; hence, this method of link length 

stimation is not reliable. 
lease cite this article as: G.-X. KOK et al., Sensor-free route stab

orks (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.02.025 
g. 1. Estimating the remaining lifetime of a link using node location 

formation and node velocity information. 

In the STable OL SR (ST_OL SR) [25] protocol, the vari- 

nce of the received packet powers is used as the measure 

f the stability of a link. Since signal strengths of received 

ackets are highly fluctuating, the variance of the signal 

rengths is also not reliable. 

. Route stability metric 

.1. Estimating link remaining lifetime 

In MANETs, it is desirable to discover, establish, and use 

able routes, i.e., routes consisting of links with long link 

maining lifetime (LRL). If nodes are equipped with Global 

ositioning System (GPS) sensors, the remaining lifetime 

f a link can be estimated based on node location infor- 

ation and node velocity information. Fig. 1 shows two 

odes A and B initially separated by distance d. 

To derive the time link A –B remains up, we com- 

ute the amount of time node B remains within trans- 

ission range denoted as R from node A. The position of 

ode B with respect to node A is given by ( x BA , y BA ) = 

 B − x A , y B − y A ) . The distance of node B from node A is 

iven by d = 

√ 

x BA 
2 + y BA 

2 . Subsequently, due to the indi- 

idual motion of the two nodes, the position of node B 

ith respect to node A after t seconds is given by ( x BA 
′ , 

 BA 
′ ), where: 

x BA 
′ = x BA + | � v BA | t cos θBA 

and 

y BA 
′ = y BA + | � v BA | t sin θBA 

(1) 

We would like to determine the amount of time t be- 

re node B goes out of range from node A and vice versa. 

ssuming that the velocity of node B with respect to node 

 is constant, the critical time at which node B goes out 

f range from node A can be determined by solving the 

llowing equation, where d ′ is the critical distance be- 

een nodes A and B before they are out of range from 

ach other. 

d ′ 
)2 = 

(
x BA 

′ )2 + 

(
y BA 

′ )2 = R 

2 (2) 
ility metric for mobile ad hoc networks, Computer Net- 
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Substituting Eq. (1 ) into Eq. (2 ) and then rearranging

we obtained the following equation: 

| � v BA | 2 t 2 + 2 | � v BA | ( x BA cos θBA + y BA sin θBA ) t + d 2 − R 

2 = 0 

(3

where : 

�
 v A = ( | � v A | cos θA ) � i + ( | � v A | sin θA ) � j 

�
 v B = ( | � v B | cos θB ) � i + ( | � v B | sin θB ) � j 

�
 v BA = 

�
 v B − �

 v A = ( | � v B | cos θB − | � v A | cos θA ) � i + ( | � v B | sin θB 

−| � v A | sin θA ) � j 

| � v BA | 
= 

√ 

( | � v B | cos θB −| � v A | cos θA ) 
2 + ( | � v B | sin θB −| � v A | sin θA ) 

2

θBA = tan 

−1 

(
( | � v B | sin θB − | � v A | sin θA ) 

( | � v B | cos θB − | � v A | cos θA ) 

)

Note that Eq. (3 ) is a quadratic equation o

the form a x 2 + bx + c = 0 , where x = t , a = | � v BA | 2
b = 2 | � v BA | ( x BA cos θBA + y BA sin θBA ) , and c = d 2 − R 2 . Th

root of a quadratic equation can be computed by usin

the method of completing the squares with the followin

equation: 

x = 

−b + 

√ 

b 2 − 4 ac 

2 a 
(4

Since d ≤ R , i.e., the two nodes are initially con

nected, we have c = d 2 − R 2 ≤ 0 . Since a = | � v BA | 2 ≥ 0 an

c = d 2 − R 2 ≤ 0 , we have b 2 − 4 ac ≥ b 2 . Hence, we hav√ 

b 2 − 4 ac ≥ b and one of the root of Eq. (3 ) is positiv

while the other is negative. Since we cannot have negativ

duration, the positive root is the correct answer. 
Please cite this article as: G.-X. KOK et al., Sensor-free route st

works (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.02.025 
e versus link length. 

3.2. Using link length information to improve route stab ility 

Link remaining lifetime (LRL) information is an obviou

and direct indicator for route stability. Indeed, if a rout

consists of links with high LRLs, then the route can b

expected to be highly stable. However, to calculate LRLs

nodes are required to obtain their locations and veloc

ities. In addition, from Eq. (3 ), it can be observed tha

node velocities that are sampled at one time are use

to estimate LRLs. In other words, current informatio

is used to estimate a future outcome. Note that a nod

does not necessarily move at a constant (the sampled

velocity; it could change its velocity abruptly after it

velocity is sampled. Since using LRL information not onl

increases cost by requiring information from additiona

hardware (sensors) but also does not guarantee accurat

LRL values, an alternate way of quantifying link stability i

required. 

Intuitively, shorter links have longer LRLs than longe

links. To verify this, we performed the following experi

ment. We put a node A at the origin and another nod

B to the right of node A, separating the two nodes wit

a certain distance less than or equal to the transmissio

range R . Then we assign a random node velocity to eac

of the two nodes and determine the time required for th

two nodes to move out of range from each other by solv

ing Eq. (3 ). For a particular value of the initial link length

we repeat the experiment many times. Varying the initia

link length and using different maximum node speeds, w

obtained the graphs in Fig. 2. 

From the figure, it can be observed that shorter link

are indeed more stable than longer links. In addition, a

the maximum node speed increases, the average link life

time decreases. However, since the maximum node spee

is not something that we can enforce because the node
ability metric for mobile ad hoc networks, Computer Net- 
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Fig. 3. How the RS routing metric is computed and used. 
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ove on their own will, we focus on reducing link length. 

.3. Route stability metric 

In this section, we present the Route Stability (RS) met- 

c; its equation is given as follows: 

 S p = 

∑ 

l∈ p, n ∈ p 
((lengt h l 

− min ( lengt h l , T H RESH OLD _ LENGT H ) ) 

+ k × mobilit y n ) 
2 (5) 

here l is a link in the considered path p, n is a node 

 path p, mobilit y n is the measure of the mobility of 

ode n , and k ∈ { 0 , 1 } is a tunable constant to select 

hether or not to consider node mobility information 

 the routing metric. When node mobility information 

 available, mobilit y n is the amount of distance in me- 

rs node n moves in 1 s . Generally, this corresponds 

 the speed at which node n moves. With this de- 

gn, both (lengt h l − min ( lengt h l , T H RESH OLD _ LENGT H ) ) 

nd mobilit y n have the same unit of measurement, i.e., me- 

rs. The selected path p ∗ is defined as follows: 

 

∗ = arg min 

p∈ P 
(R S p ) (6) 

here P is the set of available paths. 

The central idea of the RS routing metric is to penalize: 

 ) links that exceed a threshold length, and ( 2 ) mobile 

odes. Even if we do not consider node mobility informa- 

on (by letting k = 0 in Eq. (5 )), the RS routing metric is 

pable of handling the unpredictability of node mobility 

y selecting paths consisting of short links. Even when we 

nsider the worst case scenario, i.e., the two nodes of 

 link move directly away from each other, as the link is 

ort, it takes some amount of time for the link to break. 
ince the RS routing metric does not make any assumption (f

lease cite this article as: G.-X. KOK et al., Sensor-free route stab

orks (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.02.025 
tuations. 

The RS routing metric uses a parameter called the 

reshold link length ( T H RESH OLD _ LENGT H ) to avoid 

odes from selecting very short links leading to the for- 

ation of routes with very high hop count [25,26] . Either 

euristics or experimentation methods could be used to 

etermine a suitable value for this parameter. One heuris- 

c is to set the parameter according to a desired minimum 

RL. From Fig. 1 , it can be observed that if nodes A and B 

re moving directly away from each other, the LRL of the 

nk between them is shortest. Assuming that nodes have a 

aximum speed of v max , the desired link length threshold 

an be set to the value of length max 
l 

using Eq. (7 ), where 
 esired _ min 
 

is the desired minimum LRL of a considered link 

 and R is the node transmission range. 

 esired _ min 
 

= 

R − length 

max 
l 

2 v max 
⇒ length 

max 
l 

= R − 2 v max t 
d esired _ min 
l 

(7) 

We now illustrate how the RS routing metric is com- 

uted and used with the example shown in Fig. 3 . We 

onsider the full case, i.e., k = 1 . The link length val- 

es are given next to the links while the node mobil- 

y values are given next to the nodes. Suppose nodes 1 

nd 4 are the source and destination, respectively, and 

H RESH OLD _ LENGT H is 200 m . Three paths exist between 

odes 1 and 4: 1-2-3-4, 1-5-4, and 1-6-7-8-4. According 

 the RS routing metric, path 1-2-3-4 has the lowest RS 

alue and so is selected. 

.4. Estimating information used in the route stability metric 

In the RS routing metric, link length information (for 

oth k = 0 and k = 1 ) and node mobility information 
or k = 1 only) is required. A method to obtain this 344 

ility metric for mobile ad hoc networks, Computer Net- 
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Assuming that nodes are uniformly distributed, the 374 

limit of ov erlap _ ratio as node density approaches infinity 375 

is equal to the ratio of the area of the overlapping region 376 

of two equal circles to the area jointly covered by the two 377 

circles. The area of the overlapping region of two equal cir- 378 

cles as shown in Fig. 5 is given in Eq. (9 ). 379 

are a ov erlapping _ of _ two _ equal _ circles = 2 × ( are a ACF D − are a ACD ) 

= 2( R 

2 cos −1 d 

2 R 

− d 

4 

√ 

4 R 

2 − d 2 ) 

= 2 R 

2 cos −1 d 

2 R 

− d 

2 

√ 

4 R 

2 − d 2 (9) 

The ratio of the area of the overlapping region of the 380 

two circles to the area jointly covered by the two circles is 381 

given as follows: 382 

are a ov erlapping _ of _ two _ equal _ circles 

are a union _ of _ two _ equal _ circles 

= 

(
2 R 

2 cos −1 d 
2 R 

− d 
2 

√ 

4 R 

2 − d 2 
)

(
πR 

2 + 

(
πR 

2 −
(
2 R 

2 cos −1 d 
2 R 

− d 
2 

√ 

4 R 

2 − d 2 
)))

≈ ov erlap _ ratio 

(10) 

In Eq. (10 ), ov erlap _ ratio is made approximately equal 383 
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Fig. 4. Estimating the length of the link between two neighboring node

information is through the use of GPS sensors. Howeve

the use of GPS sensors is not desired as it would incu

additional cost. For instance, we found the price of th

GPS sensor board MTS420 to be about thrice the pric

of the IRIS mote XM2110. Besides, there are scenario

where GPS sensors are inapplicable, for example in indoo

environments or low power nodes. 

3.4.1. Estimating link length 

One of the two information used in the RS routin

metric is link length information. In some ad hoc routin

protocols, nodes periodically broadcast HELLO message

to allow other nodes to sense their presence. This featur

could be exploited to estimate the length of the lin

between two neighboring nodes. 

In Fig. 4 a, nodes A and B are located close to each othe

while in Fig. 4 b the nodes are at a maximum distance from

each other, subject to link A-B not broken. From these fig

ures, it can be observed that there seems to be a rela

tionship between the length of the link between the tw

nodes, and the area of the intersection of their transmis

sion coverage areas. Unfortunately, two neighboring node

are unable to determine the area of the intersection o

their transmission coverage areas. However, the length o

the link between nodes A and B can be estimated by eval

uating the ratio of the number of nodes in the intersectio

of sets U and V to the number of nodes in the union o

sets U and V , where U = { A } ∪ 

N A , V = { B } ∪ 

N B , and N x i

the neighbor set of node x . For simplicity, we refer to thi

ratio as ov erlap _ ratio. 

ov erlap _ ratio = 

| U ∩ V | 
| U ∪ V | (8
Please cite this article as: G.-X. KOK et al., Sensor-free route st

works (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.02.025 
to the ratio of the area of the overlapping region of th

two circles to the area of the union of the two circles

The ratios of the two areas is determined only by the dis

tance between the centers of the two circles d, and th

node transmission range R . The graph of the relationshi

between d and ov erlap _ ratio is plotted in Fig. 6 . Using th

curve fitting method with a polynomial function of de

gree two, the relationship between link length ( lengt h l
and ov erlap _ ratio is given in Eq. (11 ). 

lengt h l = 225 . 31 ov erlap _ rati o 2 

− 600 . 85 ov erlap _ ratio + 378 . 29 (11

The value of ov erlap _ ratio is generally in the range o

approximately 0.25–1.00. For values smaller than that, w

let the estimated length of the considered link to be 250 m

The accuracy of the estimated link lengths is governe

by how closely the considered regions in a real scenari

agree on the assumptions made in deriving the relation

ship between the overlap ratio and link length: ( 1 ) th

uniformity of the node distribution in the considered re

gions, and ( 2 ) node density in the considered regions. Th

accuracy of the estimations will be higher when nod

distribution is more uniform or node density is highe

We also identified stale neighborhood information as an

other source of estimation inaccuracy. For example, sup

pose node y was previously a neighbor of node x but ha

moved out of transmission range from node x but th

neighbor list entry of node y in node x ’s neighbor list ha

not expired yet. Hence, node x still regards node y as it

neighbor. A similar scenario is encountered when a new

node z has moved within transmission range from node 

but has not broadcast a new HELLO message. In this case

node x does not yet recognize node z as its neighbor. 

3.4.2. Estimating node mobility 

A link length estimation method was presented i

Section 3.4.1 . A method to estimate node mobilit
ability metric for mobile ad hoc networks, Computer Net- 
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Fig. 6. The relationship betw

formation is also required so that the RS routing metric 

n be used entirely without depending on sensors. With 

me modifications, the link length estimation method 

resented in Section 3.4.1 can also be used to estimate 

e amount of distance a node has moved from its previ- 

us location. Instead of computing ov erlap _ ratio using the 

eighbor sets of two neighboring nodes ( Eq. 8 ), we com- 

ute ov erlap _ ratio using the current and previous neighbor 

ts of a considered node x , as shown in Eq. (12 ). 

v erlap _ ratio = 

∣∣N x ∩ N 

p 
x 

∣∣∣∣N x ∪ N 

p 
x 

∣∣ (12) 

In other words, Eq. (13 ) can be used to estimate the 

obility of a considered node x with the ov erlap _ ratio

alue calculated using Eq. (12 ). 

obilit y x = 225 . 31 ov erlap _ rati o 2 

− 600 . 85 ov erlap _ ratio + 378 . 29 (13) 
lease cite this article as: G.-X. KOK et al., Sensor-free route stab

orks (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.02.025 
g region of two equal circles. 

y = 225.31x2 - 600.85x + 378.29

0.6 0.8 1

 ra�o

 length and overlap ratio. 

To clearly identify the difference between these two es- 

mation methods, Fig. 7 shows the difference between: ( 1 ) 

stimating the length of the link between two neighboring 

odes, and ( 2 ) estimating the amount of distance a node 

as moved from its previous location. 

The overlap ratio in Eq. (12 ) measures the degree of 

ange in the neighbor set of a node between two succes- 

ve sampling times. A higher change in the neighbor set 

f a node signifies higher relative velocities between the 

ode and its neighbors. The change in neighbor set of a 

ode is also used in many other routing metrics to mea- 

re node mobility, for example, Mobility Factor (MF) [20] 

nd Neighbor Change Ratio (NCR) [22] . 

.5. Modifications to routing protocols 

As the RS routing metric is a routing metric, it is uni- 

ersal and can be used in any ad hoc routing protocols. In 

is paper, we consider its implementation in the popular 

ODV routing protocol [27] . 
ility metric for mobile ad hoc networks, Computer Net- 
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a

b

Fig. 7. (a) Estimating the length of the link between two neighboring 

nodes, versus (b) estimating the distance a node has moved from its pre- 

vious location. 

3.5.1. Route discovery and maintenance 447 

The route discovery process in AODV is modified 448 

slightly to enable it to use the RS routing metric. The 449 

flowcharts for the processing of RREQs and RREPs at a 450 

node are shown in Fig. 8 . The route maintenance process 451 

in AODV is unchanged. 452 

3.5.2. Packet header modification 453 

In the RS routing metric, if true link length information 454 

s 455 

d 456 

- 457 

c 458 

- 459 

d 460 

461 

k 462 

e 463 

a 464 

d 465 

e 466 

a 467 

, 468 

. 469 

d 470 

s 471 

s 472 

t 473 

d 474 

to store node addresses compactly. We line up m bytes 475 

contiguously and encode whether a node is a neighbor of 476 

a considered node using a binary value, as shown in Fig. 9 . 477 

The number of bytes required with this method depends 478 

on the number of nodes in the network. For example, for 479 

a network consisting of 200 nodes, m = 200 / 8 = 25 , which 480 

is arguably quite manageable compared to 200 bytes if 481 

node addresses are stored using 1-byte fields. 482 

As opposed to estimating the length of the link be- 483 

tween two neighboring nodes, estimating the amount of 484 

distance a node has moved from its previous location 485 

using the method proposed in Section 3.4.2 requires no 486 

additional packet overhead. This is because when estimat- 487 

ing the mobility of a considered node, the overlap ratio 488 

is computed using only local information, i.e., the current 489 

and previous neighbor sets of the node. 490 

4. Results and discussion 491 

Performance evaluation was done using network sim- 492 

ulator 2 (ns-2) [28] with the following configurations. 493 

Seventy five nodes were placed in a rectangular region of 494 

dimension 1500 m by 300 m (same setup as used in [24] ). 495 

The node mobility model used is the Random Waypoint 496 

Model. The degree of node mobility was varied by chang- 497 

ing the maximum node speed from 5 m/s to 25 m/s in 498 

increments of 5 m/s while the pause time was set to 0 s 499 

so that nodes were constantly moving. The network traffic 500 

in each simulation instance consists of five pairs of CBR 501 

traffic flows, each flowing at the rate of 40 Kibps (512 B 502 

packet size at the rate of 10 packets/s; 1 Ki = 2 10 = 1024 , 503 

1 K = 10 3 = 10 0 0 ) and starting at a random time in the 504 

interval [0, 20] seconds simulation time. The physical 505 

and MAC related configurations were set to emulate the 506 

IEEE 802.11 ERP-DSSS physical layer [29,30] . Nodes had a 507 

transmission range of 250 m and a carrier sensing range of 508 

550 m . The packet overhead required when the RS routing 509 

metric is used, as described in Section 3.5.2 , was taken 510 

into account in the simulations for a fair and accurate 511 

comparison. Each scenario was repeated 20 times using 512 

different seed numbers in the interval [1, 20] when gener- 513 

e 514 
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r 517 

518 
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d 520 

t 521 

e 522 

l 523 

524 

e 525 

- 526 

527 

- 528 

529 

y 530 

r. 531 

e 532 
is used, the location information of a transmitting node i

required. As a result, a RREQ and a RREP are each extende

by three fields of type float to store the x - and y - coor

dinates of a transmitting node, and the aggregate metri

value of a path. The aggregate metric value of a path is ini

tialized to 0 at the RREQ source for a RREQ, and initialize

to 0 at the RREQ destination for a RREP. 

If estimated link length values (obtained using the lin

length estimation method proposed in Section 3.4.1 ) ar

used in place of actual link length values, a RREQ and 

RREP are each extended by one field of type float, an

m fields sized 1 byte each. Like before, the field of typ

float is used for storing the aggregate metric value of 

path and is initialized to 0 at the RREQ source for a RREQ

and initialized to 0 at the RREQ destination for a RREP

To estimate the length of the link between a node an

its previous hop, the node requires the neighbor set of it

previous hop. To store all of the addresses of the neighbor

of a node using conventional methods incurs high packe

overhead. To resolve this problem, we propose a metho
Please cite this article as: G.-X. KOK et al., Sensor-free route st

works (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.02.025 
ating the node mobility and network traffic patterns. Th

performance metrics used for evaluation are as follows: 

1. Packet delivery ratio (%): the number of data packet

that were successfully delivered divided by the numbe

of data packets sent by all sources. 

2. Normalized routing load: the number of transmission

of all routing control packets (RREQ, RREP, RERR, an

HELLO) divided by the number of data packets tha

were successfully delivered. It measures the averag

number of transmissions required for routing contro

packets for every data packet successfully delivered. 

3. Average packet latency (milliseconds): the average of th

end-to-end delays of data packets that were success

fully delivered 

4. Average hop count: the average hop count of data pack

ets that were successfully delivered. 

5. Number of route discoveries: In AODV, a route discover

is uniquely identified by a < source, broadcast ID > pai

The number of route discoveries is a measure of th
ability metric for mobile ad hoc networks, Computer Net- 
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Fig. 9. Storing neighbor set of a 

stability of the discovered routes as more route discov- 

eries are needed when there are more route breakages. 

.1. Performance of the route stability metric 

To evaluate the performance of the RS routing metric, 

e implemented the following methods: ( 1 ) AODV using 

RL information for path selection (LRL), ( 2 ) AODV using 

e RS routing metric with k = 0 and using true informa- 

on (RS-k0-true), ( 3 ) AODV using the RS routing metric 

ith k = 1 and using true information (RS-k1-true), ( 4 ) 

ODV using the RS routing metric with k = 0 and using 

stimated information (RS-k0-est), ( 5 ) AODV using the RS 
lease cite this article as: G.-X. KOK et al., Sensor-free route stab

orks (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.02.025 
Add route entry to 
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Update the route entry 
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mpactly in RREQs and RREPs. 

uting metric with k = 1 and using estimated information 

S-k1-est), ( 6 ) AODV using the PER [24] routing metric 

ER), ( 7 ) AODV using the MF [20] routing metric (MF), 

nd ( 8 ) AODV using the hop count routing metric (HC). The 

arious routing metrics were implemented in the AODV 

uting protocol by making simple changes to its route 

iscovery process. More specifically, changes were made 

 the “consult routing metric” part in the flow charts in 

ig. 8 . For the RS methods using true information (RS-k0- 

ue and RS-k1-true), we assume that those information 

ere obtained from sensors. For the RS methods using 

stimated information (RS-k0-est and RS-k1-est), those 

formation were obtained using the link length and node 
ility metric for mobile ad hoc networks, Computer Net- 
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mobility estimation methods introduced in Section 3.4 . The 557 

threshold link length parameter was set to 0.7R = 175 m 558 

for the RS methods using true information; this selection 559 

was made to balance the tradeoff between path remaining 560 

lifetime and hop count. From Fig. 2 , it can be observed that 561 

175 m links have an average remaining lifetime of approx- 562 

imately 60% of the average remaining lifetime of 0 m links. 563 

We did not use a smaller threshold value due to diminish- 564 

ing returns. Using a very small threshold value could result 565 

in paths with very high hop count and very short links. 566 

The threshold link length value used for the RS methods 567 

using estimated information is 0.5R = 125 m . A lower 568 

threshold link length value was used for the RS methods 569 

using estimated information as they generally perform 570 

worse than their counterparts due to the use of less 571 

accurate information. The equation of MF was defined as 572 

follows: 573 

MF = 

⎧ ⎨ 

⎩ 

√ 

1 −
∣∣∣(N x ∩ N p x 

)
∪ ( N x ∩ N p x ) 

∣∣∣
| N x ∪ N p x | , if N x ∪ N 

p 
x � = ∅ 

0 otherwise 

(14) 

where N x is the current neighbor set of a considered node 574 

x , and N 

p 
x is the previous neighbor set of node x . When 575 

the MF routing metric is used, we consider the path with 576 

the higher product of the MFs of its constituent nodes to 577 

be the more stable path. 578 

4.1.1. Comparison with the LRL method 579 

The LRLs of the links in a path have a direct relationship 580 

with the path’s lifetime; hence, we first compare the RS- 581 

k0-true and RS-k1-true methods with the LRL method. 582 

We found that the RS-k0-true method performed quite 583 

closely to the LRL method even when the RS-k0-true 584 

method does not use node velocity information. At lower 585 

degrees of node mobility (5 –10 m/s maximum node speed), 586 

the RS-k0-true method even produced higher packet de- 587 

livery ratio ( Fig. 10 a) than the LRL method. The RS-k0- 588 

true method also produced lower normalized routing load 589 

( Fig. 10 b), lower average packet latency ( Fig. 10 c), and 590 

lower number of route discoveries ( Fig. 10 e) than the 591 

LRL method. Due to lower average hop count of packets 592 

( Fig. 10 d), the RS-k0-true method produced lower average 593 

packet latency than the LRL method. From this comparison, 594 

it can be observed that even if we do not consider node 595 

mobility information, the RS routing metric does a fine 596 

job at approximating the performance of and even out- 597 

performs the path remaining lifetime routing metric (the 598 
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LRL method) at lower degrees of node mobility. This show

that link length is a good indicator of route stability. 

Additional performance could be gained by also con

sidering node mobility information. Indeed, it can b

observed from Fig. 10 that the RS-k1-true method out

performs the RS-k0-true method. The RS-k1-true method

obtained higher packet delivery ratio ( Fig. 10 a), lowe

normalized routing load ( Fig. 10 b), lower average packe

latency ( Fig. 10 c), and lower number of route discoverie

( Fig. 10 e). However, there is little difference between th

average hop counts of the delivered packets obtained b

the two methods, as shown in Fig. 10 d. When we compar

the LRL, RS-k0-true, and RS-k1-true methods together, i
Please cite this article as: G.-X. KOK et al., Sensor-free route st
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Fig. 10. Performance evaluation of the RS routing metric: (a) packet de

livery ratio, (b) normalized routing load, (c) average packet latency, (d

average hop count, (e) number of route discoveries. 
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The sensor-free RS methods perform worse than their 671 

sensor-using counterparts. This is to be expected consid- 672 

ering that the sensor-free RS methods use less accurate 673 

estimated link length information and node mobility 674 

information. However, we argue that this is acceptable 675 

considering that cost is reduced when sensors are not 676 

used. Besides, in Section 4.1.2 , it was shown that the 677 

RS-k0-est and RS-k1-est methods outperformed the other 678 

sensor-free methods, i.e., MF, PER, and HC. The gains 679 

of the sensor-free RS methods over the HC method are 680 

respectable. In contrast, the PER and MF methods provide 681 

only negligible gains over the HC method. 682 

4.2. Effect of threshold link length 683 

In this section, we investigate the effect of threshold 684 

link length using the RS routing metric when node mobil- 685 

ity information is not considered (i.e., k = 0 in Eq. (5 )). We 686 

conducted the experiment using both true and estimated 687 

link length values. We varied the threshold link length 688 

value as follows: ( 1 ) 75 –225 m in increments of 25 m when 689 

true link lengths were used, and ( 2 ) 25 –175 m in incre- 690 

ments of 25 m when estimated link lengths were used. 691 

Fig. 11 shows the results obtained. The solid lines corre- 692 

spond to the results obtained when true link lengths were 693 

used while the dotted lines correspond to the results ob- 694 

tained when estimated link lengths were used. 695 

Fig. 11 a shows the packet delivery ratio. It can be ob- 696 

served that packet delivery ratio increases as the threshold 697 

link length value decreases regardless of whether true or 698 

estimated link length information was used. It can also be 699 

observed that the packet delivery ratio lines are closer to- 700 

gether at smaller threshold link length values. This shows 701 

that there are diminishing returns at smaller values of 702 

threshold link length. For this reason, we should not set 703 

the threshold link length to a value that is too small. That 704 

is also why we have considered the values of 0.7R = 175 m 705 

and 0.5R = 125 m for the threshold link length when true 706 

or estimated link length values were used in our simula- 707 

tions in Section 4.1 , respectively. 708 

Fig. 11 b shows the normalized routing load. From this 709 

figure, we observed that when true link length values were 710 

used, setting the threshold link length value to 175 m gave 711 

the overall best results. When the estimated link length 712 

values were used, setting the threshold link length value 713 

to 125 m seems to give good results. 714 

Fig. 11 c shows the average packet latency. We observed 715 

that in general, average packet latency decreases with the 716 

threshold link length value although it becomes difficult 717 

to identify the overall best performing scheme at small 718 

threshold link length values as the lines are converged in 719 

the 10 –25 m s region. 720 

Fig. 11 d shows the average hop count. From this fig- 721 

ure, we observed an inverse relation between average hop 722 

count and the threshold link length value. This can be ex- 723 

pected because a smaller threshold link length value gives 724 

higher penalty to links and favors higher hop count paths 725 

consisting of shorter links. We also observed that a thresh- 726 

old link length value difference of 25 m corresponds to ap- 727 

proximately 0.25 point in average hop count difference. 728 

P

w

n be observed that RS-k1-true method performed the 

est overall. 

.1.2. Comparison with other sensor-free methods 

In this section, we limit the comparison to the sensor- 

ee methods, i.e., RS-k0-est, RS-k1-est, PER, MF, and HC. 

Similar to when true information was used (RS-k0-true 

ersus RS-k1-true in Section 4.1.1 ), we found that RS-k1-est 

utperforms RS-k0-est. Furthermore, both outperformed 

e PER, MF, and HC methods in terms of packet delivery 

tio ( Fig. 10 a), normalized routing load ( Fig. 10 b), and 

verage packet latency ( Fig. 10 c). Even when node mobility 

formation was not used, the RS-k0-est method produced 

pproximately 3.1%, 3.8%, 5.8%, 3.3%, and 5.2% higher 

acket delivery ratio than the HC method at 5, 10, 15, 

0, and 25 m/s, respectively. In contrast, the PER method 

roduced approximately 0.4%, 0.7%, 1.4%, -0.2%, and 1.8% 

igher packer delivery ratio than the HC method at 5, 10, 

5, 20, and 25 m/s, respectively. The routes discovered by 

e RS-k0-est and RS-k1-est methods were more stable 

an the routes discovered by the PER, MF, and HC meth- 

ds. The RS-k0-est method produced approximately 25.1%, 

9.9%, 24.0%, 19.2%, and 22.5% fewer route discoveries than 

e HC method at 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 m/s, respectively. 

n the contrary, the PER method produced approximately 

.3%, 0%, 4.8%, 7.5%, and 4.7% fewer route discoveries than 

e HC method at 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 m/s, respectively. 

he RS-k0-est and RS-k1-est methods obtained better 

verage packet latency ( Fig. 10 c), even when the average 

op count of delivered packets obtained by these methods 

re higher than those obtained by the PER, MF, and HC 

ethods ( Fig. 10 d). This is because the routes established 

y the RS-k0-est and RS-k1-est methods were more stable 

ig. 10 e). One of the factors contributing to packet latency 

 route stability. When routes are unstable, data transmis- 

on is frequently interrupted and this causes data packets 

 have high latencies. 

Another advantage of the RS routing metric over the 

F, PER, and HC routing metrics is that additional perfor- 

ance could be gained when accurate information is used. 

deed, it can be seen from Fig. 10 that RS-k0-true and 

S-k1-true outperformed RS-k0-est and RS-k1-est, respec- 

vely. On the contrary, no further performance gain is pos- 

ble with the MF, PER, and HC methods as they already 

se accurate information. Hence, the RS routing metric is 

 flexible routing metric that performs well when only es- 

mated information is available, and performs even better 

hen accurate information is available. 

.1.3. True versus estimated information 

In this section, we compare the performance of the RS 

uting metric when it is used with true and estimated in- 

rmation. 

The sensor-free RS methods (RS-k0-est and RS-k1-est) 

erformed worse than their sensor-using counterparts (RS- 

0-true and RS-k1-true) in most aspects, i.e., packet deliv- 

ry ratio ( Fig. 10 a), normalized routing load ( Fig. 10 b), and 

verage packet latency ( Fig. 10 c). This is due to the gener- 

lly more stable routes found by the sensor-using RS meth- 

ds ( Fig. 10 e). The average hop count ( Fig. 10 d) obtained by 

ll the methods however are quite similar to each other. 
lease cite this article as: G.-X. KOK et al., Sensor-free route stability metric for mobile ad hoc networks, Computer Net- 
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Fig. 11. Performance of the RS routing metric ( k = 0) with various thresh

old link length values: (a) packet delivery ratio, (b) normalized routin

load, (c) average packet latency, (d) average hop count, (e) number o

route discoveries. 
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Fig. 11 e shows the number of route discoveries. W

observed that the overall best performance was obtaine

when the threshold link length value is about 175 m whe

true link length values were used, and about 125 m whe

estimated link length values were used. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed the RS routing metric, whic

uses link length information and optionally node mobil

ity information, to improve route stability in MANETs. I

works by assigning a penalty to links exceeding a thresh

old length and mobile nodes. When accurate information i

available, for example, by using GPS sensors, the RS rout

ing metric performs well and generally exceeds the leve

of performance possible with the link remaining lifetim

(LRL) method. However, the true beauty of the RS rout

ing metric is that it can even be used without sensors

From our investigation, we found the RS routing metri

to be highly effective and outperformed other sensor-fre

routing metrics and the hop count metric even when use

without accurate information. 
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